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Our new Best Textures ceramic wall tile collection brings life to any room in a residential or commercial setting. Create an 
upscale, elegant look with these high quality large format, rectified products that offer dimensional design with a wave motif, 
foliage pattern and a shiny wall surface.

creation jazz white gloss foliage white matte

style jazz grey matte style jazz sand mattecreation jazz white matte13x24 Creation 
Jazz
Finish: glossy/matte

Thickness: 9.3 mm

13x24 Style Jazz
Finish: glossy/matte

Thickness: 9.3 mm

18x36 Foliage
Finish: matte

Thickness: 12 mm

SIZE                  COLOR

Please check availability with your design consultant. This sheet includes our full line and some sizes and colors may not be currently available.
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BEST TEXTURES

Our new Best Textures ceramic wall tile collection brings life to any room in a residential or commercial setting. Create an 
upscale, elegant look with these high quality large format, rectified products that offer dimensional design with a wave motif, 
foliage pattern and a shiny wall surface.

13x24 Diamond 
Finish: glossy/matte

Thickness: 9.3 mm

13x24 Style
Finish: matte

Thickness: 9.3 mm

SIZE                  COLOR

Please check availability with your design consultant. This sheet includes our full line and some sizes and colors may not be currently available.

diamond white gloss style grey matte style sand matte

diamond white matte



BEST TEXTURES TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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It is not recommended to stagger any tile longer than 18” more than 1/3 the length of the tile.

Always mix 2-3 cartons at a time while installing to insure the best blend.

All product images are representative only. Variation in color and shading is to be expected. 
Final selection should be made form actual tile samples.

Please consider Universal Trim options such as Blanke or Schluter.

1 - Rated for wall applications only.

SHADE VARIATION

WEAR CODE

NOTES

Diamond / Creation / Foliage
V1 - Uniform Appearance 
Differences among pieces from the same production run are minimal.

Luxury / Style
V2 - Slight Variation 
Clearly distinguishable differences in texture and/or pattern within similar colors.


